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Eurolite's LSD-100 is 'light tool of the year' 

The LSD-100 from Eurolite was the winner of the category 'light tool of the
year' at the PPVMedia Readers' Awards. The ceremony took place in the
course of the Musikmesse in Frankfurt.

Thilo Kramny, managing director of PPV, pointed out, that this prize was an important
affirmation for the manufacturers, as it was awarded by the readers – customers in the
end. 'It's an innovation award which illustrates whether the products go down well with the
end users or not', Kramny explains at the ceremony.

This is why everybody at Eurolite is particularly pleased about the award. It is a
confirmation of the product's concept. After all, the LSD curtains can definitely be called
innovative – due to their combination of high flexibility, low weight and brilliant colors.
Moreover, they are available in six different pixel pitches (from 100 mm to 20 mm) and in
custom-made versions. Via buttons and hook-and-loop fasteners several curtains can
easily be connected to form one big surface.

A standard laptop with 1 Gbps network card and the optionally available AIO network
control system is everything you need for controlling the curtains. The latter consists of a
network interface and the LED Show T9 software. So, the control does not demand a
huge effort. A real benefit especially for mobile use. Compatibility to other media software
programs, such as MADRIX, is given as well. Moreover, by means of Sending and
Receiving card you can operate the curtains via DVI. Quite important when you decide to
work with video processors and pictures of live cams.
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One language for all: Eurolite. Whether modern moving lights, LED systems, color
changers or classic beam effects, fog machines, and mirror balls, whether for simple
home use or for semi-professionals – for 20 years now, Eurolite has been offering a range
that is second to none with currently over 2,000 products. Eurolite products are known for
their high quality at fair prices. The right product for every user!


